
Starter Pack

Supercharge Your Students’ 
IB Diploma Revision – Now with Exams

Included in the 
ManageBac Passport



OSC Study is an all-in-one study solution. 
We combine flashcards, theory videos, and revision guides 
across 11 IB Diploma subjects to provide the most powerful 

revision resource available for the modern student 
and teacher. 

OSC Study now also comes with 54 exam papers featuring 
step-by-step solutions and worked video solutions, 

all meticulously linked to the IB syllabus.

START NOW AT APP.OSCSTUDY.COM
NEWIncluded in the ManageBac Passport bundle

What is OSC Study?

ExamsNEWVideosRevision GuidesFlashcards



START NOW AT APP.OSCSTUDY.COM

COMING SOON

SL HL

English B

COMING SOON

SL HL

French B

COMING SOON

SL HL

Sports, Exercise and 
Health Science

SL HL

Economics

COMING SOON

Economics
First assessment 2022

NEW

SL HL

Pre-IBDP Maths

NEW

SL HL

Spanish B

NEW

SL HL

Psychology

NEW

SL HL

History

COMING SOON

SL HL

Geography

NEW

SL HL

Business Management

SL HL

Physics

SL

ES&S

SL HL

Chemistry

SL HL

Biology

SL HL

Mathematics A&I

SL HL

Mathematics A&A

Curriculum coverage with OSC Study

NEWIncluded in the ManageBac Passport bundle
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Search for key terms to immediately access all content, notes, 
folders, and exercises from one convenient place

Search

From your ManageBac account, select cards relevant to your 
teaching and share them with students before, during and after class

Exercises

Create folders to organise the app’s content according to your needsFolders

Add study notes to any card, page, theory video or exam questionsNotes

All content aligned with the IB syllabus

Topic mode to see questions on a per-topic syllabus level

Exam mode to see an entire exam at once

OSC practice exams+Official IB exams NEW

For anchoring key conceptsTheory videos

For comprehensive subject overviewsRevision guides

For bitesizingFlashcards

Key features of OSC Study

NEWIncluded in the ManageBac Passport bundle
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Free content upgrades

Ongoing content development - new exams and new subjects covered

54 papers in total

COMING SOON

COMING SOON

HL

SLPhysics

HL

SLChemistry

HL

SLBiology

HL

SLMaths A&I

HL

SLMaths A&A

OSC practice examsOfficial IB exams

NEW

Extra practice for new IB courses

Written and edited by leading IB teachers

Video solutions COMING SOON

Fully worked out step-by-step written solutions

Realistic exam questions

OSC practice exams

NEW

Detailed videos explaining every step of every question

Fully worked out step-by-step written solutions

Official IB markscheme solutions

Official IB questions

Official IB exams

OSC Study - now with IB exams!

NEWIncluded in the ManageBac Passport bundle



If unsure how to solve an exam 
question, it will show the 
relevant theory and syllabus 
topic addressed. Go and read/
watch videos about it and 
return to the question. 

9

Try out a specific exam 
question, if there is something 
they don’t understand, look at 
the detailed solution/video and 
learn from their mistakes. Keep 
a list of errors to avoid.

8

Practice an entire exam, timed, 
with only the materials allowed.

7

Students revising for exams on 
their own

Show students specific exam 
questions, work them out as a 
class, focus on key terms, 
applications of theory, and 
focus on common errors.

6

Have students think/pair/share 
specific exam questions.

5

Exam preparation in class

Have students watch a video or 
read a chapter and challenge 
them to teach it to the class.

4

Set up work stations around 
the class, asking students to 
answer a question correctly 
before moving on to the next 
one.

3

Partner students to take turns 
answering questions or to 
respond as a pair.

2

Group work in class

Before class, have the students 
read the relevant flashcards, 
revision guides or watch videos. 
Quiz for understanding, then 
use class time to do authentic 
work, experiments.

1

Flipped classroom

START NOW AT APP.OSCSTUDY.COM

9 ways to use OSC Study in class and beyond

NEWIncluded in the ManageBac Passport bundle



NOORHAN 
ELSAYED

IB Alumna - The Gulf Englisch School
Qatar

"I loved how the videos break down the subject matter very 
simply, making the material easy for the student to absorb. 
(love the jokes btw, never quit! lol) P.S. I passed physics, so 

THANK YOU SO MUCH."

PAM 
CARTER

Former IB DP Coordinator
Malaysia

"I think the cards are excellent. The author has managed to 
conserve the conceptual nature of the new syllabus, which 

is great. I would certainly recommend them to my 
students."

MALCOLM 
NICOLSON

Former Head of IB DP Development
The Netherlands

"You can see that the authors have deep knowledge of the 
courses and help to prepare students thoroughly, ensuring 

that nothing is missed. Revision can be a social activity, 
independent and fun!"

ANDERS J . IB Alumnus - Langkaer Gymnasium
Denmark

"I found the videos and explanations very straightforward 
and easy-to-follow. If I didn’t understand a topic or an 

aspect of a certain video, it was great to be able to rewind 
and listen to/watch it again. A wonderful source for 

revision!"

START NOW AT APP.OSCSTUDY.COM
NEWIncluded in the ManageBac Passport bundle

What users say about OSC Study



H E L P . M A N A G E B A C . C O Msupport@managebac.com+61 2 8006 2335400 009 9225+852 8175 8152+44 208 133 7489+1 866 297 7022

We’re just a call away - 24 hours a day, Monday through Friday

START NOW AT APP.OSCSTUDY.COM
NEWIncluded in the ManageBac Passport bundle

Get started with a school-wide subscription in 3 easy steps

Student Accounts

Teacher Accounts

Single Sign-On

Classroom Link

GET STARTED
Instant Trial 
Activation

Guided Implementation 
Videos & Support

Services Manager
Click Here

Contact Sales
Click Here

https://help.managebac.com/hc/en-us/sections/360005970892
https://help.managebac.com/hc/en-us/sections/360005970892
https://help.managebac.com/hc/en-us/articles/360061009631-Faria-Services-Manager
mailto:sales@managebac.com
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